
 

 

 
 

International Heilbronn Snooker Marathon 2023 
9 tournaments in 5 days 

 
Date: 29.09.2023 FridayNight + Get together 
 30.09.2023 Finale FridayNight + Marathon 1 + RatzFatz 1 
 01.10.2023 Finale Marathon 1 + RatzFatz 1 + Marathon 2 + RatzFatz 2 
 02.10.2023 Finale Marathon 2 + RatzFatz 2 + Marathon 3 + RatzFatz 3 
 03.10.2023  Finale Marathon 3 + RatzFatz 3 + Marathon 4 + RatzFatz 4 
   
Start: 29.09.2023 at 19.00 , 30.09. – 03.10.2023 from 10.00 
  presence please 30 minutes before the first match 
   
Venue: Vereinsheim TSG Heilbronn , Schlitzstr. 78 , 74076 Heilbronn 
 Tel. 0049 7131 160623 , www.tsg-billard-heilbronn.de 
   

Drescode: long trousers (no jeans or tracksuit pants) with shirt or 
poloshirt 

   
Entryfee: 10 € FridayNight (GST Jackpotpart 1 €) 
  30 € per Marathon incl. RatzFatz (GST Jackpotpart 5 €) 
  payment hast o be done by banctransfer, first pay, first play. 

  IBAN: DE38500105175402349230 , BIC: INGDDEFFXXX , Juergen Kesseler 

  
Registration: www.german-snooker-tour.de 
  or by email to Jürgen Kesseler vollzieherman@t-online.de 
   
Prizemoney: shown in the informations on the website 
   
Point structure: FridayNight + RatzFatz = Level Rot 
  Marathon 1 – 4 = Level Braun 
   



 

 

Play mode: will be decided depending on the number of entries 
   
Draw: the draws will be done at the 23.09.2023. 
  startingtimes will be published latest at the 24.09.2023 
  you will not get the same opponent twice in a group in all 
  the tournaments 
  players who will not get out of a group will be placed 
  automaticly in the RatzFatz tournament 
  every tournament can be booked seperately 
  the top 3 of the weekendranking will get special prices 
  if there are more entries than available places there is the 
  possibility to play in a extra venue in Stuttgart 
   
Others:  the GST season runs from 01.07. till 30.06. every year 
  every player who registers for tournaments in the GST has  
  to pay once a seasonfee of 10 € to be allowed to play 
  the top 64 of the seasonranking who like to play qualify for  
  the grand final where they play for the jackpot 
 


